Appendix B: Flow Chart of Procedures for Resolving Complaints Against a Student

No Action (if reported conduct would not constitute a policy violation)

**Intake Meeting / Title IX Review**

- Intake Meeting / Title IX Review
- Intervention by College Officials
- Facts of Case Require Formal Resolution
- Sanction - Assume Further Title IX Responsibilities
- Notice of Outcome Presented to Both Parties
- Findings Final
- Refer Back to Investigator
- Appeal Denied
- Appeal Upheld
- Sanction Final
- Sanctions Determined / Protective Measures / Remedies
- Appeal of Sanctions to VP/S by Either Party
- Notice of Outcome Presented to Both Parties
- Appeal Denied
- Appeal Upheld
- Refer Back to SMB or Investigator
- Refer to Formal Resolution
- Refer to Informal or Formal Resolution

Police Report / Legal Action (independent of Bates investigation)

Actual Notice (May or may not come from a formal report)

- Actual Notice (May or may not come from a formal report)
- Intake Meeting / Title IX Review
- No Action (if reported conduct would not constitute a policy violation)
- Intake Meeting / Title IX Review
- Intervention by College Officials
- Facts of Case Require Formal Resolution
- Sanction - Assume Further Title IX Responsibilities
- Notice of Outcome Presented to Both Parties
- Findings Final
- Refer Back to Investigator
- Appeal Denied
- Appeal Upheld
- Sanction Final
- Sanctions Determined / Protective Measures / Remedies
- Appeal of Sanctions to VP/S by Either Party
- Notice of Outcome Presented to Both Parties
- Appeal Denied
- Appeal Upheld
- Refer Back to SMB or Investigator
- Refer to Formal Resolution
- Refer to Informal or Formal Resolution

Facts of Case Require Informal or Formal Resolution

- Facts of Case Require Informal or Formal Resolution
- No Action - Assume Further Title IX Responsibilities
- Notice of Outcome Presented to Both Parties
- Findings Final
- Refer Back to Investigator
- Appeal Denied
- Appeal Upheld
- Sanction Final
- Sanctions Determined / Protective Measures / Remedies
- Appeal of Sanctions to VP/S by Either Party
- Notice of Outcome Presented to Both Parties
- Appeal Denied
- Appeal Upheld
- Refer Back to SMB or Investigator
- Refer to Formal Resolution
- Refer to Informal or Formal Resolution

Informal Resolution - Assess Further Title IX Responsibilities

- Informal Resolution - Assess Further Title IX Responsibilities
- Facts of Case Require Informal or Formal Resolution
- No Action - Assume Further Title IX Responsibilities
- Notice of Outcome Presented to Both Parties
- Findings Final
- Refer Back to Investigator
- Appeal Denied
- Appeal Upheld
- Sanction Final
- Sanctions Determined / Protective Measures / Remedies
- Appeal of Sanctions to VP/S by Either Party
- Notice of Outcome Presented to Both Parties
- Appeal Denied
- Appeal Upheld
- Refer Back to SMB or Investigator
- Refer to Formal Resolution
- Refer to Informal or Formal Resolution

Intervention by Investigator of our Choosing

- Intervention by Investigator of our Choosing
- Facts of Case Require Informal or Formal Resolution
- No Action - Assume Further Title IX Responsibilities
- Notice of Outcome Presented to Both Parties
- Findings Final
- Refer Back to Investigator
- Appeal Denied
- Appeal Upheld
- Sanction Final
- Sanctions Determined / Protective Measures / Remedies
- Appeal of Sanctions to VP/S by Either Party
- Notice of Outcome Presented to Both Parties
- Appeal Denied
- Appeal Upheld
- Refer Back to SMB or Investigator
- Refer to Formal Resolution
- Refer to Informal or Formal Resolution

Facts of Case Require Informal or Formal Resolution

- Facts of Case Require Informal or Formal Resolution
- No Action - Assume Further Title IX Responsibilities
- Notice of Outcome Presented to Both Parties
- Findings Final
- Refer Back to Investigator
- Appeal Denied
- Appeal Upheld
- Sanction Final
- Sanctions Determined / Protective Measures / Remedies
- Appeal of Sanctions to VP/S by Either Party
- Notice of Outcome Presented to Both Parties
- Appeal Denied
- Appeal Upheld
- Refer Back to SMB or Investigator
- Refer to Formal Resolution
- Refer to Informal or Formal Resolution

**Police Report / Legal Action (independent of Bates investigation)**

- Police Report / Legal Action (independent of Bates investigation)
- Actual Notice (May or may not come from a formal report)
- Intake Meeting / Title IX Review
- No Action (if reported conduct would not constitute a policy violation)
- Intake Meeting / Title IX Review
- Intervention by College Officials
- Facts of Case Require Formal Resolution
- Sanction - Assume Further Title IX Responsibilities
- Notice of Outcome Presented to Both Parties
- Findings Final
- Refer Back to Investigator
- Appeal Denied
- Appeal Upheld
- Sanction Final
- Sanctions Determined / Protective Measures / Remedies
- Appeal of Sanctions to VP/S by Either Party
- Notice of Outcome Presented to Both Parties
- Appeal Denied
- Appeal Upheld
- Refer Back to SMB or Investigator
- Refer to Formal Resolution
- Refer to Informal or Formal Resolution

Facts of Case Require Formal Resolution

- Facts of Case Require Formal Resolution
- No Action - Assume Further Title IX Responsibilities
- Notice of Outcome Presented to Both Parties
- Findings Final
- Refer Back to Investigator
- Appeal Denied
- Appeal Upheld
- Sanction Final
- Sanctions Determined / Protective Measures / Remedies
- Appeal of Sanctions to VP/S by Either Party
- Notice of Outcome Presented to Both Parties
- Appeal Denied
- Appeal Upheld
- Refer Back to SMB or Investigator
- Refer to Formal Resolution
- Refer to Informal or Formal Resolution

Sanctions Determined / Protective Measures / Remedies

- Sanctions Determined / Protective Measures / Remedies
- Notice of Outcome Presented to Both Parties
- Appeal of Sanctions to VP/S by Either Party
- Notice of Outcome Presented to Both Parties
- Appeal Denied
- Appeal Upheld
- Sanction Final
- Sanctions Determined / Protective Measures / Remedies
- Appeal of Sanctions to VP/S by Either Party
- Notice of Outcome Presented to Both Parties
- Appeal Denied
- Appeal Upheld
- Refer Back to SMB or Investigator
- Refer to Formal Resolution
- Refer to Informal or Formal Resolution

Police Report / Legal Action (independent of Bates investigation)

- Police Report / Legal Action (independent of Bates investigation)
- Actual Notice (May or may not come from a formal report)
- Intake Meeting / Title IX Review
- No Action (if reported conduct would not constitute a policy violation)
- Intake Meeting / Title IX Review
- Intervention by College Officials
- Facts of Case Require Formal Resolution
- Sanction - Assume Further Title IX Responsibilities
- Notice of Outcome Presented to Both Parties
- Findings Final
- Refer Back to Investigator
- Appeal Denied
- Appeal Upheld
- Sanction Final
- Sanctions Determined / Protective Measures / Remedies
- Appeal of Sanctions to VP/S by Either Party
- Notice of Outcome Presented to Both Parties
- Appeal Denied
- Appeal Upheld
- Refer Back to SMB or Investigator
- Refer to Formal Resolution
- Refer to Informal or Formal Resolution

Facts of Case Require Formal Resolution

- Facts of Case Require Formal Resolution
- No Action - Assume Further Title IX Responsibilities
- Notice of Outcome Presented to Both Parties
- Findings Final
- Refer Back to Investigator
- Appeal Denied
- Appeal Upheld
- Sanction Final
- Sanctions Determined / Protective Measures / Remedies
- Appeal of Sanctions to VP/S by Either Party
- Notice of Outcome Presented to Both Parties
- Appeal Denied
- Appeal Upheld
- Refer Back to SMB or Investigator
- Refer to Formal Resolution
- Refer to Informal or Formal Resolution

Sanctions Determined / Protective Measures / Remedies

- Sanctions Determined / Protective Measures / Remedies
- Notice of Outcome Presented to Both Parties
- Appeal of Sanctions to VP/S by Either Party
- Notice of Outcome Presented to Both Parties
- Appeal Denied
- Appeal Upheld
- Sanction Final
- Sanctions Determined / Protective Measures / Remedies
- Appeal of Sanctions to VP/S by Either Party
- Notice of Outcome Presented to Both Parties
- Appeal Denied
- Appeal Upheld
- Refer Back to SMB or Investigator
- Refer to Formal Resolution
- Refer to Informal or Formal Resolution

Police Report / Legal Action (independent of Bates investigation)

- Police Report / Legal Action (independent of Bates investigation)
- Actual Notice (May or may not come from a formal report)
- Intake Meeting / Title IX Review
- No Action (if reported conduct would not constitute a policy violation)
- Intake Meeting / Title IX Review
- Intervention by College Officials
- Facts of Case Require Formal Resolution
- Sanction - Assume Further Title IX Responsibilities
- Notice of Outcome Presented to Both Parties
- Findings Final
- Refer Back to Investigator
- Appeal Denied
- Appeal Upheld
- Sanction Final
- Sanctions Determined / Protective Measures / Remedies
- Appeal of Sanctions to VP/S by Either Party
- Notice of Outcome Presented to Both Parties
- Appeal Denied
- Appeal Upheld
- Refer Back to SMB or Investigator
- Refer to Formal Resolution
- Refer to Informal or Formal Resolution

Facts of Case Require Formal Resolution

- Facts of Case Require Formal Resolution
- No Action - Assume Further Title IX Responsibilities
- Notice of Outcome Presented to Both Parties
- Findings Final
- Refer Back to Investigator
- Appeal Denied
- Appeal Upheld
- Sanction Final
- Sanctions Determined / Protective Measures / Remedies
- Appeal of Sanctions to VP/S by Either Party
- Notice of Outcome Presented to Both Parties
- Appeal Denied
- Appeal Upheld
- Refer Back to SMB or Investigator
- Refer to Formal Resolution
- Refer to Informal or Formal Resolution

Sanctions Determined / Protective Measures / Remedies

- Sanctions Determined / Protective Measures / Remedies
- Notice of Outcome Presented to Both Parties
- Appeal of Sanctions to VP/S by Either Party
- Notice of Outcome Presented to Both Parties
- Appeal Denied
- Appeal Upheld
- Sanction Final
- Sanctions Determined / Protective Measures / Remedies
- Appeal of Sanctions to VP/S by Either Party
- Notice of Outcome Presented to Both Parties
- Appeal Denied
- Appeal Upheld
- Refer Back to SMB or Investigator
- Refer to Formal Resolution
- Refer to Informal or Formal Resolution

Police Report / Legal Action (independent of Bates investigation)

- Police Report / Legal Action (independent of Bates investigation)
- Actual Notice (May or may not come from a formal report)
- Intake Meeting / Title IX Review
- No Action (if reported conduct would not constitute a policy violation)
- Intake Meeting / Title IX Review
- Intervention by College Officials
- Facts of Case Require Formal Resolution
- Sanction - Assume Further Title IX Responsibilities
- Notice of Outcome Presented to Both Parties
- Findings Final
- Refer Back to Investigator
- Appeal Denied
- Appeal Upheld
- Sanction Final
- Sanctions Determined / Protective Measures / Remedies
- Appeal of Sanctions to VP/S by Either Party
- Notice of Outcome Presented to Both Parties
- Appeal Denied
- Appeal Upheld
- Refer Back to SMB or Investigator
- Refer to Formal Resolution
- Refer to Informal or Formal Resolution

Facts of Case Require Formal Resolution

- Facts of Case Require Formal Resolution
- No Action - Assume Further Title IX Responsibilities
- Notice of Outcome Presented to Both Parties
- Findings Final
- Refer Back to Investigator
- Appeal Denied
- Appeal Upheld
- Sanction Final
- Sanctions Determined / Protective Measures / Remedies
- Appeal of Sanctions to VP/S by Either Party
- Notice of Outcome Presented to Both Parties
- Appeal Denied
- Appeal Upheld
- Refer Back to SMB or Investigator
- Refer to Formal Resolution
- Refer to Informal or Formal Resolution

Sanctions Determined / Protective Measures / Remedies

- Sanctions Determined / Protective Measures / Remedies
- Notice of Outcome Presented to Both Parties
- Appeal of Sanctions to VP/S by Either Party
- Notice of Outcome Presented to Both Parties
- Appeal Denied
- Appeal Upheld
- Sanction Final
- Sanctions Determined / Protective Measures / Remedies
- Appeal of Sanctions to VP/S by Either Party
- Notice of Outcome Presented to Both Parties
- Appeal Denied
- Appeal Upheld
- Refer Back to SMB or Investigator
- Refer to Formal Resolution
- Refer to Informal or Formal Resolution